Go beyond comfort with HAVEN.


The HAVEN ecosystem monitors
IAQ, automates HVAC equipment,
and empowers HVAC professionals
to provide clean air services
through filtration, ventilation and
humidity control.

HAVEN's superior technology

Compatible with any

Simple installation process,

provides HVAC professionals  

ducted HVAC system

low maintenance design

Data driven sales

Dedicated Pro &

opportunities

Homeowner support teams

with repeat sales opportunities,
competitive advantages, and a
foundation for building trusting
relationships with their customers.

Helps capture harmful airborne particles on a whole-home
scale, unlike room air purifiers, which only service one
room at a time. Without effective filtration, PM build-up
can damage critical organs including the heart and lungs.


HAVEN has the unique ability to manage
the three pillars of IAQ through airflow,
detection, and automation.


:

Proper ventilation replaces stale air with new outdoor air
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removing any built up chemicals from off-gassing, and CO

Ventilation

from breathing. Chemical build up in the body has been
linked to liver, kidney, and nervous system damage.


Optimizing temperature and humidity is key for human
health, as well as limiting microorganism and virus survival.


Foundation

Without airflow, the equipment that manages these 3 pillars

Airflow
can't function effectively.


HOW HAVEN
WORKS

1
The Central Air Monitor is installed  
in the duct of a customer's home, where it tracks filtration, ventilation,

 


relative humidity, and airflow.
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The Central Air Controller activates HVAC equipment automatically,

’

ensuring proper filtration and circulation of the home s air based on
real time readings from the Monitor. The two work together to

’

'supercharge any ducted HVAC system & IAQ accessory through an

 



added layer of intelligence to go beyond comfort.

Customers

Resources

Training

COMMUNITY
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The HAVEN Pro Web Portal  
provides HVAC Professionals with  
access to homeowner data and insights as well as the knowledge
and tools they need to provide clean air services for their

.



customers, year round
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Visit us at

The HAVEN IAQ App provides homeowners with the
peace of mind that
responding to

HAVENIAQ.COM

HAVEN is automatically

IAQ events, worry free.
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HAVEN IAQ

